SILHOUETTE GIFTS BY POST
Treasured Family Heirlooms - Now you can purchase an original scissor cut
silhouette portrait of yourself, or a loved one, without having to attend an
event. Personal portrait sittings are always preferred, but a ‘Silhouette by Post’
service is available for when this is not possible or when it is more convenient
for you. All you have to do is supply the reference photograph.

The Traditional Cut
Mark’s silhouettes are cut in the traditional way with
scissors free-hand. He uses archival quality materials to
create beautiful miniature portraits.
No tracing or computer programs are involved. His
creative and artistic process has been developed over
centuries, using the methods handed down through
generations of skilled silhouette artists.
The portraits are accurate likeness, life-like with
exceptional detail. His artworks are not the caricatures
or clip-art style pictures so often mistaken as silhouette
art today.

“Thank you again for the lovely silhouettes you cut of my children. I
have seen other silhouettes before, but they were so ‘cartoony’
compared to your work. Your work is much more refined”

Examples of framed silhouettes.

A triple shade green family
grouping

An example of a traditional
family grouping

Silhouettes can be grouped within the same
frame. Perfect for a class group picture, a
family tree or corporate branding.
There are many creative ways to group
silhouette portraits and Mark is happy to
discuss ideas with you.
If you would like an artwork created to
custom sizes please contact Mark.

Full length Silhouettes

Mark can create beautiful life-like portraits, hand-cut
and made with archival materials and techniques.
The full-length silhouette is a larger and more
detailed artwork.
An A4 image size, mounted to fit a 12 x 16 inch
standard frame.

They make perfect wedding and anniversary gifts,
especially a first ‘Paper’ wedding anniversary. Gold
and silver portraits can also be created.
Mark can use old wedding photos as a reference to
create a treasured heirloom for your family.

Click here to see more on-line video examples

A full-length silhouette also allows for the inclusion
of favourite toys and family pets into children’s
portraits.
Traditionally these types of silhouette artworks were
called ‘conversation’ cuts, and they are guaranteed
to get people talking.

Artworks by The Shadow Cutter
Mark also creates original silhouette artworks which are available for purchase.

Available as limited prints, laser-cut reproductions and a range of cards.
Please contact for more details and to see the full range of artworks available.

About The Shadow Cutter
Mark Conlin is an artist from the old slowful tradition of hand cutting
silhouettes. With a facile twist, a skilful manoeuvre of the scissors, he achieves
extraordinary likenesses of his sitters. His silhouette artworks cut from black
paper have a freshness and life-like quality. Mark keeps alive a style and
technique that enlarges the scope and beauty of the old art of silhouette
portraiture.
Mark was the Silhouette Artist at
The Alnwick Garden by personal
invitation from the Duchess of
Northumberland. Now a fulltime
artist based in London UK, Mark
cuts silhouettes at events
throughout the UK and abroad.
His artworks have been featured
in Living etc magazine and on
national television.
He has built a solid reputation for producing beautiful and romantic silhouette
portraits and now much in demand by exclusive wedding organisers.
Mark was commissioned by the Knightsbridge School in London to silhouette
all the pupils and staff at the school. Over 400 exquisitely detailed scissor cut
silhouette portraits were created as part of an exciting and successful
fundraising project.

Click here to find out how to have Mark cut silhouettes at your school,
nursery or local children’s boutique!

PROFILE PHOTO INSTRUCTIONS FOR SILHOUETTE CREATON
If you would like to order a silhouette cutting,
please follow the guidelines below when sending
reference photographs.
* Photograph subjects individually, from mid-chest up, facing
right as shown in sample photo. If dress / clothing has bows
please include these. Also, child’s favourite toys if wanted.
* Show all of head, hair, and shoulders.
* Hold camera vertically
* If possible, position subject against a plain, contrasting dark
or white background such as a wall, curtain or sheet of poster
board.
* Get on eye level with your subject. This may require the
photographer to be seated while a child stands.
* Face should be completely relaxed with lips together
* Chin should be level
* Have subject turn head until your view is in perfect profile
* Place long hair behind shoulders so neck shows. In the cutting, long hair will disappear
over shoulders, unless up. Bows look great and one of my specialities.
* Please provide the ages of children or teens.
* When in doubt, send more than one photo!!!
* If ordering only a single silhouette with no duplicates, specify if you want the finished
profile facing right or left.

Mark likes to capture some of the character of the child / person when
creating a silhouette portrait. Please let us know a little about the personality
of the person in the photo... please give three words that really capture who
they are.
You can order your silhouette in classic traditional black or any of the colours
from the range below. Duplicate copies face right and left, and these can be
different colours. Why not have a range of shades / colours for family
groupings? The silhouettes portraits are 5 X 7 inch and a standard traditional
size perfect for framing.

Classic
Contemporary

Traditional

* If you are viewing this brochure on the web or other device, your screen settings
may not be displaying the colour charts exactly. If you have a specific colour
requirement and want the silhouettes to match as exact as possible, then please
contact to discuss.

Pricing and Delivery
1 traditional portrait 5 x 7 inch - £40. Please specify face orientation.
2 portraits of same person - £60 inc p&p
Full length silhouettes by commission – start from £125
P&P options and prices vary - please ask when ordering your portrait.
Silhouettes are signed, dated and clear sealed wrapped for protection. They
are packaged securely and posted to you via Royal Mail recorded / signed
delivery. You will be emailed tracking information and estimated arrival of the
silhouettes.
Payment can be made via BACS, Paypal or personal cheque. Email
photos to mark@theshadowcutter.co.uk
www.theshadowcutter.co.uk
Like The Shadow Cutter’s page
www.facebook.com/theshadowcutter
Get updates and special offers on silhouette artworks.

"What beautiful silhouettes you
made of my grandchildren. A
fleeting moment captured so
eloquently. They will be treasured
for many years to
come"
Michelle – Grandmother

Also available
SILHOUETTE GIFTS & ARTWORKS
SCHOOL FUNDRAISERS
WEDDING GIFTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
CORPORATE EVENTS
LECTURES & WORKSHOPS

www.theshadowcutter.co.uk

